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Happiness Captures Love
Surat al-Ahzab: 21
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further, he was told that the child was Ali b. Husain b. Ali – Imam
Ali Zainul-Aabedeen SA.
We are humble followers of our Imam and of his Dai. In our
own humble capacity, we must concern ourselves with the preparation for the Hereafter and not be overwhelmed with the grind
and materialism of this world. Of course, material needs and
happiness in this world are necessary also. But what is important
is that the temptations and necessities of this world do not become
the end and purpose of our existence.
In an ayat following the ayat quoted above, the Qur’an
Majeed says, “among the Believers are men who have been true to
their covenant with Allah: of them some have completed their vow
(to the extreme), and some (still) wait: but they have never changed
(their determination) in the least.” This Quranic ayat applies fore-

most to the Du’aat Mutlaqeen, who are true to their covenant to
Allah Ta’ala and the Imam. They do not change or alter the fundamentals of our religion. For this reason, they are our exemplars – by
following their example we follow the example of Rasulullah SA.
May Allah Ta’ala grant us the tawfeeq and strength to follow
the example of our Awliyaa’ Kiraam by following the example
of our Daiz-zaman, our uswat hasanah. May Allah Ta’ala grant
Syedna TUS longest life in full health to continue to lead us and
guide us by words and example.
We are pleased to present the video recording of the beautiful recitation of the ayats quoted above, recited by Shz. Dr. Husain
bhaisaheb Qutbuddin in Syedna Qutbuddin’s Milad Majlis last
month.

Qur’an Majeed Audio/Video

Shz Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb Qutbuddin Recitation
It gives us
great pleasure
to present the
video recording
of the beautiful
recitation of the
ayats quoted in
the Sijill Article
recited by Shz.
Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb Qutbuddin
in Syedna Qutbuddin’s TUS Milad Majlis last month. Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb is Haafizul Qur’an and with raza and doa of Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA spent many years in Cairo, Egypt,
where he learned tarteel and tajweed from some of the most
stalwart and well-known reciters. He had occasion to recite in the

presence of Syedna Burhanuddin RA and also frequently in the
presence of Syedna Qutbuddin. Once after reciting in a grand majlis
in front of Syedna Burhanuddin, he did qadambosi and Syedna
Burhanuddin graciously said, “ghanu achhu parhu.” He has also
been invited to recite Qur’an at eminent conferences and functions
by various universities and communities around the world, including the prestigious Qur’an Conference at the University of London.
When in high school, with the doa mubarak of Syedna Burhanuddin and Syedna Qutbuddin, he stood first in a city-wide interschool recitation competition in Cairo. He has received sabaq from
Syedna Burhanuddin and Syedna Qutbuddin about the meanings of
the Qur’an. With their raza and doa, he has also received a doctorate degree (PhD) in 2009 from the University of Cambridge, UK, in
the Qur’an and its interpretation according to the Fatimid Imams.
Clickhere to view the video.

Fatemi Madrasa

Ta’qeeb Do’a Multi Media eModule
This week, Fatemi Madrasa is pleased to present the Taq’eeb
Doa mutli media eModule. The importance of praying these doas
is explained below:
In the Quran Allah Ta’ala says, “call me, I will answer you.”
There are certain times that are considered more auspicious for
doa. For example, the time immediately following namaaz is one
of the times when Allah Ta’ala especially hears a Mumin’s doas.
According to our Imam, one who prays doa immediately following
compulsory (farizat) namaaz earns even more reward than one
who spends the same amount of time in praying the non-obligatory
(nafilat) namaz.
Therefore, our Mawali Tahereen have set the precedent that
Mumineen must always pray certain doas after farizat namaaz.
First we pray Doa e Ta’qeeb, in which we do tawheed of Allah and
pray salaam on his Ambiya Awliya, and beseech Him to accept our
namaaz.
Next we pray Doa e Taqarrub. Allah says in the Quran, “O
you who believe, fear Allah and seek ways to achieve nearness to
him.” In the Doa e Taqarrub we seek nearness to Allah by taking
the names and wasila of His beloved Awliya - the Panjetan Paak
and Imams.
After Doa e Taqarrub, we pray Doa e Dai al Asr, in which we
pray for the long life of the waaris of all the Dais, the na’ib of Imamuz zamaan Tayyeb Imam, the Dai of our age, Syedna Khuzaima

Qutbuddin TUS, and we pray for his nasr e aziz and fateh mubin.
Then we do Tasbih e Fatema, the tasbih that our prophet Mohammed Rasulullah SA had shown to Maulatuna Fatema AS.
By praying these doas after every namaaz we build our
hasanaat and increase our bounties for the Hereafter.
This Fatemi Madrasa multi media eModule is produced by Insiya Baisaheba Shz Taher Bhaisaheb and contains audio, video, and
photographs which are presented along with translations and easy
to read Arabic text in order to help children learn and understand
the importance and meanings of these doas.
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Ikhwanus Safa Article Series

‘ILM – Part 4 – The Classification of Knowledge
We are
pleased to
present the
article, Ilm 4
– The Classification of
Knowledge:
Philosophical
Sciences, in
the series of
articles on the
Rasail Ikhwan us-Safa. These rasail were composed by the ninth
Imam, Imam Ahmad ul Mastur SA, at a time when religion was
pitched against or in contradiction to the advances of science and
the ‘enlightenment’ of philosophy. This article series is written by
Shzd. Tayyeba Baisaheba.
This week’s article is the fourth article in a 10-part-sequence
of articles on ‘ilm. This article outlines the third and final category
of knowledge (the first and second categories – primary sciences
and religious sciences - were discussed in the previous article): 1)
primary sciences e.g. language, mathematics, literature, music,
history, geography, vocational skills etc.; 2) religious sciences e.g.
zahir, tawil, history of Dawat, fiqh (jurisprudence) etc. 3) philosophical sciences e.g. primary sciences (arithmetic, engineering,
astronomy, music & geography), logic (creation of poetry, debate),
natural sciences (meteorology, minerology, botany) and theology
(rational and intellectual principles, knowledge of souls, universe
as a microcosmic human being). The classification discussed in
this article demonstrates the vision and broadness of thought of
the Ikhwan us Safa. Below is an excerpt from this week’s article:
The Ikhwan us Safa’s classification of knowledge includes all
fields of knowledge, from the mathematical and logical sciences to
the natural and corporeal to the psychological and finally the theological (deen). The Ikhwan has a holistic approach to knowledge and
philosophy; it embraces a realistic view towards the material needs
of man, and those sciences today seen as ‘secular’ are included in
their curriculum.

Astronomy & Astrology: Astronomy is the knowledge of the
structure of the universe, the skies and the heavenly bodies – stars,
planets, etc. – and the imaginary zodiac. Astrology deals with how
these heavenly bodies influence the happenings on the face of the
earth and the lives of humans – birth and death, generation and
decay, fortunate and catastrophic events. The aim of this ilm is for
man to look up at the grand magnificent vista of the universe and be
filled with wonder and awe about the Creator. It should also inspire
a belief in the predestined workings of Divine Providence, including
the reality of the end of this world and in the existence of a hereafter
beyond space.
Mineralogy: This is the knowledge of minerals, metals and
precious stones, their different types, how they are formed etc.
Maadin is matter at the lowermost level of “mawaleed”, the first
product of nature emerging from the asfala safeleen, the nethermost level of matter at the center of the earth. This matter will then
go higher and higher: the highest of the metal is connected to the
bottom level of plants; the highest of the plants is connected to the
lowest of the animals; the highest of the animals is connected to
the human being; and the highest of humans is connected with the
angels. Thus matter rises through different levels to reach the a‘ala
illiyeen, the level of the purely spiritual beings.
However, the ultimate focal concern of the Ikhwan is the
knowledge of deen -- of spirituality, soul, and God. The fundamental
aim of all knowledge, they say, is to gain recognition of the spirituality of one’s own soul and its Divine Creator. This is the reason that we
see that all the divisions and subdivisions of knowledge lead toward
this principle. All types of knowledge can be fruitful if that knowledge leads ultimately to the final goal of understanding the ‘self and
its Creator; ie. all knowledge leads to God.
Read the full article on FatemiDawat.com.

News and Events

Shehzadi Dr. Tahera Baisaheba Awarded Fellowship of the Shi’ah Institute
We are pleased to report that Shzd Dr. Bazat Tahera Baisaheba has been appointed Honorary Fellow of The Shi’ah Institute
in London “in recognition of academic excellence in the study
of Shi’ah Islam.” The Shi’ah Institute Fellowship is a scholarly
association that aspires to bring together both established and up
and coming scholars from across the world, working within a wide
variety of disciplines, including anthropology, architecture, art,
ethnomusicology, history, language, law, literature, philosophy,
religion, and theology, with the express aim of facilitating interdisciplinary and inter-regional collaboration under the umbrella
of Shi’ah studies. The list of current Fellows includes renowned
scholars from eastern and western academic institutions.
May Allah Ta’ala give Shzd Dr. Tahera Baisaheba continued
success in the khidmat of Dawat in the saya of Syedna Qutbuddin
TUS.
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Sijill New Look!
On the joyous occasion of Aqa Maula’s TUS Milad Mubarak
we were pleased to launch a new look for Fatemi Dawat’s Sijill.
The new design reflects the growth and ever-increasing breadth
of this newsletter, and we hope it will improve Mumineen’s ability
to engage and understand the published material. We appreciate

the dedicated effort of the members of the Sijill design and technical support teams in creating this new look. The teams have spent
many, many hours ensuring that the new design and format looks
beautiful in all email-clients and on various devices so that the content is readily accessible – jazakumullahu khayran.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Fatemi Madrasa
Community Service Report 1437H
Click here to read more

Syedna’s Bayaan Excerpt
79th Milad Mubarak Bayaan
Click here to read more

1437H Hijri Calendar
Click here to read more

This Newsletter
This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Qutbuddin’s office and will be published in
Dawat-ni-zaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on fatemidawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com
Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery.
The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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